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This is an excellent writer! 

Darby Patterson is truly a talented writer. She describes this little town sweetly without boring 

the reader with unimportant detail, and her descriptions are vivid. She also develops her 

characters fully through conversation and action so the reader becomes acquainted with the main 

players and can form pictures of them early in the book. Her characters' thoughts, interactions, 

and past activities combine to portray the culture of Redbud throughout the story, and the story 

itself is creative and holds surprises along the way. I too hope Ms Patterson continues to share 

her talents with us! 

Sondra Jensen  

 

The Song of Jackass Creek Sings! 

This author's debut novel was surprisingly... awesome! Marketed as a "gentle mystery," I was 

skeptical that I would enjoy it, that not being my genre of choice. But this. This was one of those 

mysteries that's gets labeled "cozy" because there's not a ton of cursing and bloodshed and it's 

character driven. But don't let that fool you. This story is flesh and blood. It's a real dusty town in 

the high hills of CA filled with very real and dusty people that the reader really grows to care 

about by the end of the book. The mystery/murder is actually thrilling and held my interest 

throughout and I learned a bit about the logging industry and the small town paper/publishing 

biz. And I didn't even figure out "who done it!" All folks who enjoy a good mystery story will 

like this' and those that prefer their mysteries without the blood & gore will really love this. 

Those types of stories are actually quite difficult to find, so I'm very thrilled to honestly say I 

loved it and can recommend it wholeheartedly! ENJOY 

Dain Alee 

 

Awaiting the next installment 

An invitation to linger in this vanishing part of California which has so much history is writ on 

every page of this book. I've visited places like Redbud with a creek burbling in the background 

as gentle breezes sough through the pines and cedars. I've found them quaint and rich with 

fascinating local lore and history. Jesse, as publisher of the local weekly is very nicely sketched, 

the authors background as a journalist comes through clean and clear in developing him. This 

small California mining and logging town scrabbling to hang on, I liked very much as a setting. I 

wouldn't mind sitting down with Jesse and having a beer and help him solve his next mystery. 

The test of a good book is whether you'd be willing to read it again, later. This book passes that 

test and I can't wait for the next installment. 

Jack Howard 

 

Please let this be the first of a series! 

Wonderful book; adult without being ‘R’ rated, complex story and well developed characters. 

The people of ‘Redbud’ ring true and, as a native Californian, the lumber, real estate and politics 

are spot on. I hope this is the beginning of a series because the author has created characters you 

want to know better. 

D. Holmes 

 

Please Say You'll write a Sequel! 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RCZ79MQIT3HVA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=0692835644
https://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A3SPXJTTC534ZC/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_pdp?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2997EIOTMXIWF/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=0692835644
https://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A3BN8AJ1MKACYM/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_pdp?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/ALX3YJLOJDFBE/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_pdp?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RIRAQDZ0EJP62/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=0692835644
https://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A1DT6KGOFEFTLK/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_pdp?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R3HNHH0FKKB138/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=0692835644


I recently read “The Song of Jackass Creek” by Darby Patterson and enjoyed it tremendously! I 

love mysteries and this book is definitely a mystery. But it is so much more. The characters 

seemed so real and I really got involved in the story. I learned so much about the area in northern 

California where the story is set and Darby’s “word pictures” made the Redbud area come alive 

for me. I know I will read it again and learn more each time. 

Sue Gordon 

 

I want more! 

I loved this book. It was a fast read. The book left me wanting to read more about this little town 

and the people living there. 

GingerSnap  

 

 

I Loved this book 

Loved this book, well written, with some lovely turn of phrases, a good storyline without blood 

and gore. The author made the people in the logging town of Redbud come alive, I really felt I 

knew them well.  

Brenda Fletcher 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A2JLEPZC6HGVHF/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_pdp?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A32E5DF7UXEYV7/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_pdp?ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2P9D717886GWA/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_rvw_ttl?ie=UTF8&ASIN=0692835644
https://www.amazon.com/gp/pdp/profile/A27ZL7OQ6HX1GO/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_pdp?ie=UTF8

